FirstNet Built with AT&T #080119-ATT

Pricing for contract #080119-ATT (FirstNet) offers Sourcewell participating agencies the following discounts:

Enhanced Push-to-Talk Add-On Feature
ePTT (enhanced Push-To-Talk) Add-On Feature = Net Price $2.00
(Calculation $3.00 Monthly Recurring Credit on $5 Monthly Service Charge)

CUSTOM FIRSTNET MOBILE-POOLED PLANS FOR FEATURE PHONES
Unsubsidized device $10.99
Subsidized device $22.99

CUSTOM FIRSTNET MOBILE-UNLIMITED PLANS
Unlimited Enhanced for Smartphones $44.99
Unlimited Standard for Smartphones $39.99

CUSTOM FIRSTNET ENHANCED PTT ONLY PLANS
Unlimited FirstNet Enhanced PTT Only Plan for use with an unsubsidized, compatible Feature Phone $9.99
Unlimited FirstNet Enhanced PTT Only Plan for use with a subsidized, compatible Feature Phone $17.99

CUSTOM FIRSTNET ENHANCED PTT BOLT-ON PLAN
Unlimited FirstNet Enhanced PTT Bolt-On Plan for use with eligible, compatible Smartphones, Feature Phones and Tablets $2.00

CUSTOM FIRSTNET MOBILE SUBSCRIBER PAID PLANS -- RESPONDER PLANS
For use with Feature Phone
100MB $19.99

CUSTOM FIRSTNET MOBILE SUBSCRIBER PAID -- RESPONDER UNLIMITED PLANS
Unlimited Smartphone Plan
(without Tethering) $39.99
Unlimited With Tethering
Smartphone Plan $44.99